Antonio Manzini BLACK RUN Aosta
In Black Run, after getting on the wrong side of the wrong people in Rome, Deputy Police
Chief Rocco Schiavone is exiled to Aosta, a small, touristy alpine town far from the cobbled
streets and fritto misto of his beloved city. Rocco's talent for solving crimes is matched only
by his disdain for the rules and his eye for a beautiful woman. But when a mangled body is
found on the ski slopes, he soon discovers that his Roman sophistication – not to mention
his expensive Roman shoes – are of little help in this dangerous and unfamiliar mountain
landscape.

Giorgio Scerbanenco

A PRIVATE Milano
VENUS

A Private Venus marks the beginning of the Italian noir: Giorgio Scerbanenco pioneered a
new type of novel that trained its gaze on the crime and desperation that roiled under
prosperous Italian society in the 1960s. And at the heart of this book is Duca Lamberti, an
unforgettable protagonist: obsessive, world-weary, unconventional in his methods, and
trying hard not to make another fatal mistake.

Valerio Varesi

RIVER OF
SHADOWS

Parma

In River of Shadows rain falls relentlessly on the Po valley in northern Italy, and the river is
swollen to its limits. A huge barge leaves its moorings, steering an erratic course
downstream and away into the foggy night. When finally it runs aground hours later, the
bargeman is nowhere to be found. That same evening, Commissario Soneri is summoned to
investigate the apparent suicide of a man in nearby Parma. Resentments dating from the
savage civil strife between Fascists and Partisans in the closing years of the war still weigh
heavily, and as the flood waters begin to ebb, the river yields up its secrets: tales of past
brutality, bitter rivalry and revenge.

Michele Giuttari A FLORENTINE Firenze
DEATH
In A Florentine Death Chief Superintendent Michele Ferrara knows that beneath the beautiful
surface of his adopted city, Florence, hides dark undercurrents. When called in to investigate
a series of brutal and apparently random murders, his intuition is confirmed. Distrusted by
his superiors and pilloried by the media, Ferrara finds time running out as the questions pile
up. Is there a connection between the murders and the threatening letters he has received?
Are his old enemies, the Calabrian Mafia, involved?

Gianrico INVOLUNTARY WITNESS Bari
Carofiglio
In Involuntary Witness a nine-year-old boy is found murdered at the bottom of a well near a
popular beach resort in southern Italy. In what looks like a hopeless case for Guido Guerrieri,
counsel for the defence, a Senegalese peddler is accused of the crime. Faced with smalltown racism fuelled by the recent immigration from Africa, Guido attempts to exploit the
esoteric workings of the Italian courts.

